Innovation through IT (or is IT people after all?)
Knowledge is Power: The 1999 NCVO Trustee Conference
Slides and speaking notesHow volorgs are using IT
Study by Glasgow Caledonian University:
	84% surveyed using networked computers
	67% of these using external email
	53% have Web site
	35% use to support remote home working
	20% benefits on working practices
	… but only 1-7% producing innovations

The Glasgow Caledonian University report raises the issue of whether IT is producing innovation in the the voluntary sector… or is it that the potential is there, but volorgs are being unadventurous in their use of IT?
Understanding this will involve looking not just at the technology  and its day to day use within organisations, but more widely at the potential benefits, working practices and how these might change. It will also raise the issue of whether new technologies will potentially change the structure of volountary organisations and the role of trustees and staff within them.
The big question….
Is IT poor in producing innovation?
Or are volorgs not ‘getting IT’
… need to explore IT, possible internal and
external benefits, problems, ways volorgs
work, new opportunities….

The Glasgow Caledonian University report raises the issue of whether IT is producing innovation in the the voluntary sector… or is it that the potential is there, but volorgs are being unadventurous in their use of IT?
Understanding this will involve looking not just at the technology  and its day to day use within organisations, but more widely at the potential benefits, working practices and how these might change. It will also raise the issue of whether new technologies will potentially change the structure of volountary organisations and the role of trustees and staff within them.

The Internet in a few words
	Anything a computer can do - globally
	Email - one to one 
	Email - many to many
	Web - lots of linked pages
	Audio, video
	Publishing, interacting
There is more explanation of the Internet and different functions at http://www.partnerships.org.uk/connect.
Wouldn’t IT be great if…
	Information was there when needed
	Communication was simpler
	Collaborations clicked
	Visibility increased
	Communities extended, involved

Information and Communication Technologies offer great promise - see http://www.partnerships.org.uk/connect for the potential benefits in information management, communication, collaboration and increased visibility for organisations.
There are also potential benefits for an organisation’s clients and the wider community.
… but IT is often like this
	Can’t get the office connected
	Reluctant users
	Not integrated with the organisation
	Web site out of date
	Enthusiasts frustrated

While the potential benefits are great, the reality within an organisation may be very different.
	It may prove difficult to create an internal office network and connect that to the Internet
	Members of staff may be reluctant to engage with the technology
	Because of these problems it may be difficult to integrate the use of IT into the organisation. For example, there may be one computer with an Internet facility, but no facility to forward messages to others.
	Web sites created with a rush of enthusiasm may be static and so out of date within months unless updating is an integral part of the work of the organisation.
	Tensions may arise between pioneering enthusiasts and others in the organisation.
What works
	Email newsletters
	Email lists - for a purpose 
	Email campaigning
	Really useful Web sites
	Mixing media and meetings

Experience in the UK and US suggests some fairly basic applications work well:
	‘Broadcast’ email newsletters, maybe a dozen brief items with embedded references to Web pages
	Many to many email lists (that is, a message from any subscriber is remailed automatically to all others) provided that they have a clear purpose. This may be working through a set of topics with some facilitiation, or providing communications for a short term task group. Open discussion lists can be useful as a sort of communal noticeboard - but can easily be dominated by a few users.
	Email can be used for direct advocacy, and to create interest in other news media (journalists looking in)
	Web sites can be very useful if content is designed for the audience needs, and regularly updated.
	All electronic methods of communication are enhanced by face to face meetings, phone, fax - and even print when appropriate!
My tips
	Get core people online
	Find a champion
	Try IT - and Just Do IT (a bit!)
	Train and support users
	Learn how to DIY IT
	Concentrate on content

These tips drawn on  the work of Terry Grunwald - see http://www.partnerships.org.uk/terry.
Within an organisation or network
	Ensure that they key people are online, and able to use the Net
	Find one person to drive the project forward
	Plan ahead - but also experiment. Using the technology is the only way to find what works and what doesn’t in your situation.
	Training and support budgets may need to be larger than equipment budgets. Ensure that there is technical support on tap, and also some ‘mentoring’ to help people on a day to day basis if possible
	Ensure that Web sites and other content can be updated without calling on external help.
	Keep user needs in mind in developing Web sites, make emails count.
 Partnerships Online is ...
	Intranets - Can-online, Ruralnet
	Democracy online - Community Channel
	Community networking
	Working with Community.web
	Local partnerships - North Lincs

See http://www.partnerships.org.uk, http://www.communitychannel.org.uk, http://www.can-online, http://www.ruralnet.org.uk, http://www.oneworld.org for more on these projects.
Partnerships Online operates as a ‘virtual’ organisation, through a network of freelances and organisations. Formally, it is led by David Wilcox, and Simon Berry, director of the National Rural Enterprise Centre http://www.nrec.org.uk
... So where’s the innovation?
New tools + 
Greater reach + 
New relationships +
Fewer boundaries + 
Flatter structures
= New ways of working
Which lets people out of their boxes…..!

From previous discussion, IT offers benefits to voluntary organisations in terms of increased efficiency and effectiveness. But does this amount to innovation? This is likely to develop through a combination of:
	New tools… mainly email and Web
	The new, richer, wider range of relationships made possible
	Fewer organisational boundaries
	All leading to new ways of working
However, real innovation will occur when  individuals seize the opportunities to think and do things differently. This comes partly through the use of the tools and partly because networks create new ways of thinking about organisations and organising.
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